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Structure and mechanics of interfaces
in biological materials
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Abstract | Hard biological materials — for example, seashells, bone or wood — fulfil critical
structural functions and display unique and attractive combinations of stiffness, strength and
toughness, owing to their intricate architectures, which are organized over several length
scales. The size, shape and arrangement of the ‘building blocks’ of which these materials are
made are essential for defining their properties and their exceptional performance, but there
is growing evidence that their deformation and toughness are also largely governed by the
interfaces that join these building blocks. These interfaces channel nonlinear deformations
and deflect cracks into configurations in which propagation is more difficult. In this Review,
we discuss comparatively the composition, structure and mechanics of a set of representative
biological interfaces in nacre, bone and wood, and show that these interfaces possess unusual
mechanical characteristics, which can encourage the development of advanced bioinspired
composites. Finally, we highlight recent examples of synthetic materials inspired from the
mechanics and architecture of natural interfaces.
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Biological materials display highly controlled structural
features over several length scales, including down to
the nano- and molecular scales. These materials show
advanced properties despite being composed of modest
ingredients and boast performances that are in some
ways superior to those of engineering materials1–7. In
addition, biological materials can adapt their composition and structure to their environment, and can
self-repair and remodel. In terms of absolute structural
performance, hard biological materials, such as bone
or mollusc shells, are in general inferior to engineering
materials, for example, steels or fibre-reinforced composites. However, the mechanical performance of hard
biological materials is much higher than that of their
components — brittle minerals and weak proteins —
and it is this ‘property amplification’ achieved by these
natural composites that is remarkable. In particular,
biological materials are strong and tough — two properties that are typically mutually exclusive in engineering materials8 (BOX 1). The structure and mechanics of
biological materials have traditionally been characterized in terms of building blocks of finite size that are
ordered into well-controlled arrangements, much like
individual bricks in a wall. Nature tightly controls the
size, shape and arrangement of these blocks and, as a
result, the term ‘architecture’ is increasingly used instead
of the term ‘microstructure’, which is traditionally used
in materials science9,10. This concept has been introduced
as the universality–diversity paradigm11; according to

this, a vast diversity of properties is achieved by arranging a limited set of ‘universal’ structural motifs at distinct
length scales, often concurrently at multiple scales. In
proteinaceous materials, these structural motifs include
helices, crystals or disordered regions. At larger length
scales, structural motifs have recently been classified
into fibrous, helical, gradient, layered, tubular, cellular,
suture and overlapping 9 building blocks. Owing to the
combination of these structural motifs over multiple
scales, natural materials achieve high performance at
the macroscale9,12,13.
In addition to these sophisticated architectures, it has
now become evident that the deformation and fracture of
these materials are largely governed by the interfaces contained within them10,14–16. These interfaces may occupy
a very small volume fraction in the material, but their
importance is such that in recent work interfaces are
themselves described as their own building block17. For
example, proteins in enamel comprise just 1% of total
enamel weight, and proteins taken from the interface
between crystallite and rods have been shown to be critical for the overall toughness of the enamel, as removing
these proteins results in a 40% decrease in fracture toughness18. Nacre from mollusc shells is another example of a
hard but extremely tough material19,20. It is mostly made
of microscopic tablets of calcium carbonate, and organic
materials — which constitute only 5% of the total volume
— serve as ‘mortar’ between the tablets21. The deformability of the thin organic mortar is crucial for overall
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performance, and dehydrating the organic interfaces
turns nacre from a quasi-ductile composite into a very
brittle material similar to pure calcium carbonate22. Hard
biological materials are packed with organic-rich interfaces that can glide and slide. These interfaces operate in
synergy with specific architectures in the materials, providing nonlinear deformation mechanisms and turning
inherently brittle materials into materials that can deform
inelastically, redistribute stresses around defects and
dissipate energy. Interfaces can also deflect cracks and
channel them into configurations in which their propagation is hindered or arrested, generating tougher materials. In a material such as bone, these principles can be
observed simultaneously over several hierarchical length
scales15,23,24. Recent material models seek to incorporate
the mechanical behaviour of biological interfaces explicitly 17,25, and the development of bioinspired materials is
increasingly focused on duplicating the features, mechanisms and properties of natural interfaces26–30. However,
the composition, structure, properties and mechanics of
biological interfaces are often complex and difficult to
investigate, mainly because of their small thicknesses.
There are still gaps in our quantitative understanding
of the role of these interfaces, and there are associated
controversies in our understanding of how they are
constructed and how they operate.
Here, we review the composition, structure, mechanics and properties of three representative examples of
biological interfaces: nacre, bone and wood. We then

discuss some general characteristics of these interfaces, which can serve as guidelines for the design of
bioinspired composites.

The interfaces in nacre
Mollusc shells are mostly made of minerals (at least 95%
by volume) and contain only a small fraction of organic
materials (at most 5% by volume)31. Among the materials
found in mollusc shells, nacre is the strongest and toughest 31 (FIG. 1). Nacre displays complex micromechanisms
of deformation and fracture that generate high stiffness
(70–80 GPa), high tensile strength (70–100 MPa) and
high fracture toughness (4–10 MPa m1/2)19,21,32. However,
nacre has a relatively simple brick-wall-like architecture
composed of mineral polygonal tablets (0.2–1 μm in
thickness and 5–10 μm in diameter; see FIG. 1a,b). The
tablets are not perfectly flat and display a considerable
waviness that can reach 200 nm in amplitude22. For many
years, these tablets were thought to be made of large
crystals of aragonite1; however, the tablets are actually
‘mesocrystals’ composed of nanograins with the same
crystallographic orientation, thereby featuring another
level of hierarchical structuring (FIG. 1e). The nanograins
are delimited by organic materials33,34 that constitute the
intracrystalline fraction of the total organic content
in the material35. Forming the bulk of the tablets, the
nanograins emerge at the surface of the tablets as nanoasperities19. Under tension, the tablets can slide on one
another, which generates relatively large deformations

Box 1 | Stiffness, strength and fracture toughness
The basic mechanical properties of structural materials are stiffness, strength and fracture toughness. Stiffness
characterizes the resistance to elastic deformations; strength characterizes the onset of stress required to permanently
deform the material (either by inelastic deformation or by fracture); and fracture toughness is the ability of the material to
resist the propagation of cracks. In general, stiffness and strength are governed by the strength of interatomic
interactions in the material, and therefore the stiffest materials also tend to be the strongest169. Fracture toughness is a
property that is sometimes confused with strength — it is defined as the energy required to propagate a crack within a
material. Strength and toughness are properties that are usually mutually exclusive8, because strong materials typically
fracture before they can deform significantly. Materials with low strength enable inelastic deformations, which can
redistribute stresses around stress concentrators, defects and cracks, making their propagation more difficult and
therefore increasing fracture toughness. Ductile materials show strong resistance to cracking and can deform
inelastically to large strains, which confers damage tolerance, reliability and resistance to impacts. For example, steel is a
material that balances strength and toughness. There are several methods to strengthen steel (that is, increase yield
stress), but they are all accompanied by a decrease in toughness. High-strength steels are very brittle and sensitive to
defects, making them a poor design choice for most applications. Likewise, diamond is one of the stiffest and strongest
substances known, but it is also brittle.
There has been an intense research effort for methods that can achieve new combinations of stiffness, strength and
toughness. The resulting materials are inhomogeneous, with several distinct phases (for example, carbon fibres in an
epoxy matrix) or weak interfaces (such as layered ceramics). Incorporating weak interfaces within materials is a powerful
approach used to deflect cracks and control toughening mechanisms. For example, weak grain boundaries in aluminium
oxide increase overall toughness170, controlled debonding of the interface fibre matrix generates crack bridging and
pullout170, and planar interfaces in ceramics can deflect incoming cracks and increase toughness by orders of
magnitude171. The properties of these materials result from a trade-off between strength and toughness. Strong
interfaces are required to ensure adequate load transfer and strong cohesion for the material, but the interfaces must
also be weak enough to debond ahead of propagating cracks172, to deflect cracks151 and to enable inelastic shear
deformations between the fibres and the matrix170. For example, in fibre-reinforced materials, the interface between the
fibres and the matrix must be strong enough to ensure stress transfer to the fibres and overall strength, but weak enough
to enable inelastic deformation that can redistribute stresses around holes, notches, defects and cracks155. Strong
interfaces lead to brittleness173, and ‘pseudo-ductile’ composites are preferred for their robust design and damage
tolerance155,174. Although the weak interfaces in synthetic materials are generally brittle and have relatively simple
geometries, in natural materials the architecture of the interfaces is more sophisticated, and the inclusion of organic
materials confers inelastic deformation capabilities.
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Figure 1 | The structure, deformation and interfaces of nacre. a | A schematic of the brick-and-mortar structure of
nacre. The deformation of nacre under tension is dominated by the sliding of the mineral tablets on one another.
b | A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the fracture surface of red abalone nacre22. c | Separating the
tablets in the out‑of‑plane direction reveals a highly deformable matrix. The SEM image shows the formation of
cavities and ligaments32. d | The ligaments can elongate to great lengths. In this transmission electron microscopy
image, the ligaments are up to 500 nm long, which is more than 10 times the initial thickness of the interface49.
e | A schematic of the interfaces in nacre. Panel b is reproduced with permission from REF. 22, Elsevier. Panel c is from
REF. 32, Jackson, A. P., Vincent, J. F. V. & Turner, R. M., The mechanical design of nacre, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B, 1988, 234,
by permission of the Royal Society. Panel d is from REF. 49, Nature Publishing Group.

(up to almost 1% strain) accompanied by energy dissipation19,22,32. Other deformation mechanisms associated
with the nanostructure of the tablets have been proposed36; however, if these were to occur under tension,
their contribution to the overall tensile deformation
would be much smaller than that of tablet sliding.
The relatively simple mechanism of tablet sliding
leads to crack bridging and process-zone toughening 37,
two powerful toughening mechanisms that make nacre
several orders of magnitude tougher than aragonite19,20,38.
The sliding and pullout of the tablets are mediated by the
thin (20–40 nm) interfaces between the tablets, which
are rich in organic materials39. These organic materials
are highly deformable and strongly adhere to the tablets,
as shown by the formation of long ligaments when the
interface is opened (mode I fracture) (FIG. 1c,d). Complete

cleavage of the interface exposes organic materials on
both fractured surfaces16,40, which also confirms that
these materials strongly adhere to the surface of the
tablets. The toughness of the interfaces2,16,21 in mode I
fracture is about 10 J m−1, which is roughly two orders
of magnitude less than the toughness of nacre38. Weak
interfaces are a requirement for the ability to deflect
and guide incoming cracks (BOX 1). Under shear, the
interfaces deform elastically up to a yield point of about
10–20 MPa, followed by a region of large strains accompanied by strain hardening up to a maximum shear
stress of 30–50 MPa (REFS 19,22,41). Mechanical tests on
demineralized nacre confirm that the organic materials
have low strength but high deformability 16,42. However,
in demineralized nacre, the organic material is not confined, and its mechanical response may not fully reflect
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Figure 2 | Mechanical tests on the interfaces in nacre. a | Deforming nacre under shear along
the interfaces reveals
large strains and strain hardening22. b | A microcantilever in an atomic force microscope is used to pull individual
molecules from cleaved nacre surfaces. The force–extension curves reveal a saw-tooth pattern characteristic of the
breakage of sacrificial bonds49. c | Tensile tests on demineralized nacre showing low strength but large extensions16.
d | Possible deformation mechanism for the interfaces in nacre when subjected to tension. e | Possible deformation
mechanism for the interfaces in nacre when subjected to shear. Panel a is adapted with permission from REF. 22,
Elsevier. Panel b is from REF. 49, Nature Publishing Group. Panel c is adapted with permission from REF. 16, Elsevier.

the mechanical response of the same material under
nanoconfinement from the tablets43. The low strength
of the interfaces is crucial to ensure that deformation and
cracking occur at the interface44, and high extensibility
is essential to develop inelastic mechanisms over large
volumes and to generate toughness at the macroscale22.
Among other properties of the interfaces in nacre, it has
been suggested that extensibility is the most important
for the overall toughness of nacre45. The properties of
the interfaces seem to be fine-tuned to achieve a highperformance material45, much like the interfaces between
fibres and the matrix in engineering composites must be
optimized (BOX 1). Disrupting this balance by desiccating
the organic layers results in a stronger but more brittle
material22. By contrast, removal of the organic materials
— for example, by thermal treatment — leads to a sharp
drop in strength and modulus46.
The accepted model for the organic interfaces
between layers of tablets consists of a layer of β‑chitin
fibrils sandwiched between two proteinaceous layers
(FIG. 1e). The proteinaceous layers are bonded to the tablets, forming a continuous connection with the intracrystalline network1,34,35,39. About 40 protein sequences
have been identified so far, and further sequences
remain to be identified47. The mechanical response of
the interface can be assessed by shear tests on samples

of nacre22 (FIG. 2a). The response is strongly dependent
on hydration, which suggests that the organic layer carries a significant portion of the shear stress. Under shear,
the interfaces display a yield point (of about 20 MPa
under hydrated conditions and 60 MPa under dry conditions), followed by hardening and failure at relatively
large strains (10%). The two organic components that
are most cited in relation to the mechanical properties
of the interfaces in nacre are chitin39 and lustrin A48,49.
Chitin is a polysaccharide that is very stiff and strong
under tension and is the main component in arthropod
cuticles50. In nacre, chitin is in the form of a dense mat
of nanofibres interspersed with nanopores51. Chitin is
believed to serve as reinforcement for the organic template before biomineralization52, but its function in
fully grown nacre is less clear. Molecular pull tests on
the interfacial organic molecules, which are exposed by
cleaving nacre, have revealed large extensibility and ‘sawtooth’ patterns in the force–extension curve, which are
characteristics of molecules with sacrificial bonds and
‘hidden length’, such as lustrin A49 (FIG. 2b). The unfolding of lustrin A is only initiated at a critical tensile force,
which translates into a macroscale yield point for the
proteinaceous mixture53. The large deformation generated by the sequential unfolding of lustrin A is believed
to underlie the formation of ligaments in the organic
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materials49 and may explain its high extensibility under
tension (FIG. 2c), although the large strains observed
under tension may also be a result of substantial deformations of the nanopores54. Proteins, polysaccharides
and the mineral are tightly bonded at the interfaces.
The adhesion of the proteinaceous layers to the mineral is strong, partly because they form a continuous
network with the intracrystalline proteins. The proteinaceous layers are also tightly bonded to the chitin layer,
possibly through covalent bonds55. In addition, another
key protein called Pif97, which has both chitin-binding
sites56 and aragonite-binding sites57, may function as
a crosslinker between chitin and aragonite28,58. Under
tension, cavities rapidly grow in size54 and turn into
ligaments, providing cohesion over large deformations
(FIG. 2d). This behaviour is consistent with an elastomeric
adhesive confined between two adherents and stretched
under tension (BOX 2), with strong adhesion to the surface of the tablets. Chitin is relatively stiff and brittle,
and thus the formation of ligaments probably takes place
within the proteinaceous layers.
Interestingly, although synthetic elastomers produce
a linear response under shear even at large deformations (BOX 2), the shear response of biological elastomers
containing sacrificial bonds exhibits a yield point and
extremely large shear deformations53. A possible function of chitin could be to delay the shear fractures that
can occur from the tensile stress that builds up as the
interface is sheared59,60. At the microscale, the resistance
to sliding is generated, in part, by the waviness of the tablets, which produces progressive interlocking 22. At other
regions and mostly at the centre of the tablets, nanobridges of aragonite connect adjacent tablets51,61. The
interfaces in nacre are complex nanoscale subsystems
composed of a network of proteins and polysaccharides
with functions in both the growth and the mechanical
strength of the material.

The interfaces in bone
Bone is a high-performance material that has various
functions, the primary of which is mechanical support 62. To fulfil this supporting role, bone is stiff and
hard because of its mineral content, but it is also surprisingly tough63 considering its content of brittle minerals and soft proteins. By weight, approximately 60% of
bone is composed of mineral (calcium and phosphate),
10–20% of water and 20–30% of proteins. About 90% of
the protein content is type I collagen, and the remaining
10% is non-collagenous proteins, including fibronectin,
osteonectin, sialoprotein, osteocalcin and osteopontin64.
Bone density and mineral content have long been used
as the only predictors of bone strength; however, these
measures have limitations (not discussed here)65. More
recent research has considered bone as a composite material in which minerals, collagen and extracollagenous
proteins contribute to its mechanical performance15,66.
Bone has a complex hierarchical structure23,24 (FIG. 3) with
3D features that are yet to be fully elucidated67. At the
molecular scale, individual collagen molecules (known
as tropocollagen) interact through coordinated hydrogen bonds68 and self-assemble into fibrils (FIG. 3). Specific
covalent crosslinks at the ends of the collagen molecules
(telopeptide regions) provide cohesion and mechanical
stability to the fibrils, and govern complex unravelling
nanomechanisms as the fibrils are stretched69. Collagen
fibrils are relatively stiff and strong 70, and they are further
reinforced by nanocrystals of hydroxyapatite23,71,72 following mineralization processes that are controlled by the
arrangement of the collagen molecules as well as their
crosslinking 73. The fibrils bundle into fibres, which form
the building blocks of bone at the next hierarchical level.
In turn, the fibres arrange into cross plies and lamellae
at the microscopic scale (FIG. 3). Lamellae wrap around
the Haversian canals concentrically to form the osteons,
which are the microscopic building blocks of mature

Box 2 | The mechanics of adhesive bonds
Modern adhesives are now used increasingly to assemble structural components. Compared with other joining methods,
adhesively bonded joints are light, they generate little stress concentrations, and they are more resistant to fatigue175.
Engineering adhesives include a large number of formulations: for example, thermoplastics, thermosetting resins and
elastomeric compounds. In engineering, the deformation, and thus the failure, of adhesive bonds depends on the
mechanical properties of the polymer used as an adhesive, the type and strength of the bond on the adherent (such as
micro-interlocking and chemical bonds), and the loading condition (for example, stress state, loading rate, temperature
or moisture). A bonded joint may fail because of adhesive failure (the adhesive detaches from the adherent), cohesive
fracture (fracture runs within the adhesive layer) or adherent failure (fracture runs within the adherent substrate). Soft
elastomeric or ductile engineering adhesives are those that are the closest, in terms of behaviour, to the organic
interfaces encountered in natural materials. For this class of adhesives, cohesive failure is more desirable than adhesive
failure because cohesive failure benefits from the properties of the adhesive (such as enabling large deformation, energy
absorption capabilities and damping). The yielding of ductile adhesives is governed by maximum shear stress and also by
hydrostatic stresses: in the presence of tensile stresses, the material may fail by the formation of crazes, making the
material weaker in tension than in shear. Ductile bond lines can accommodate stress concentrations at, for example, the
ends of a lap joint. Another major class of adhesives is elastomers. Although the deformation of elastomeric bonds can be
large, their deformation is recoverable and governed by entropic elasticity. Elastomers are close to incompressible;
therefore, the only way to accommodate separation of the adherent under confined conditions is by the formation of
cavities176, which can elongate and form ligaments across the interfaces. The formation of ligaments prevails over adhesive
failure in adhesives with low modulus — that is, with lower molecular weight and/or reduced crosslinking175. Under simple
shear, elastomers exhibit a linear stress–strain curve even at large strains59,177, as well as hydrostatic tension59, which can
cause failure by cavitation. Such failure was recently observed experimentally on lap joints, in the form of tilted cracks60
and at the elastomeric interfaces of nacre-like 3D printed materials7,163,178–180.
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Figure 3 | The building blocks and interfaces of bone. a | Bone has a hierarchical structure with
building
blocks| Materials
that
range from nanometres to hundreds of micrometres in size: fibril, fibre, cross ply and osteon. b | The interfaces within each
of these hierarchical structures, at different length scales, are shown. These interfaces differ in composition and size, but
their function is the same: to transfer mechanical stresses between building blocks and across length scales. Panel b is
adapted with permission from REF. 24, Elsevier.

cortical bone. Small-scale and in situ experiments,
micromechanics and fracture mechanics have successfully captured the structural features governing the deformation and fracture of bone over these multiple length
scales15,74–76. Notably, the results of these experiments
highlight the importance of the interfaces between these
building blocks, which may be at least as crucial as the
building blocks themselves for overall mechanical performance14,72,77–81. Here, we focus on the composition, structure and mechanics of two of the critical interfaces within
bone: the interfibrillar interfaces and the cement lines.
Interfibrillar interfaces. Collagen fibres comprise bundles of fibrils that are held together by a 1–2 nm thick
layer of non-collagenous interfibrillar matrix (FIG. 3).
This proteinaceous adhesive is amorphous and contains
various proteins, including osteocalcin and osteopontin75. This mixture of proteins is more compliant and
weaker than the stiff, mineralized and aligned collagen
fibrils, as demonstrated by the cleavage and fracture surfaces of lamellar bone at the microscale81. The proteins
at the interfaces are, however, highly deformable, and

separating the collagen fibrils in bone forms ligaments in
the interfaces81 (FIG. 4a); these observations are similar to
those for nacre (FIG. 1c,d). In situ X‑ray tensile testing on
femoral bovine bone demonstrated that the shearing of
the interfibrillar interfaces accounts for up to 60% of the
overall tensile deformation of bone82, a ‘nanoscale ductility’ that is key to energy dissipation and to the formation of dilation bands at the nanoscale83,84. Propagating
a crack in bone involves the pullout of individual fibres
and fibrils from the crack faces85,86 as well as bridging,
which increase the overall toughness of bone.
The pullout process is similar to the fracture processes
in fibre-reinforced composites, which require the presence of weak interfaces between fibres and the matrix
(BOX 1). It is difficult to obtain direct measurements of
the mechanical properties of the interfibrillar interfaces.
Pullout tests on individual collagen fibrils from antler
bone reveal a shear strength of about 0.65 MPa (REF. 87),
which is much less than the macroscopic strength of
antler bone (200–300 MPa)63. The composition and the
structure of the interfibrillar interfaces remain to be fully
elucidated, but osteocalcin and osteopontin seem to be
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materials at the interfibrillar interfaces81. b | Tensile testing on this interface reveals large extensions and the saw-tooth
pattern characteristic of the breaking of sacrificial bonds, which can re-form upon unloading81. c | A schematic of the
interfibrillar interface showing some of its main structural components (left panel). The main deformation mechanisms at
the interfibrillar interface under shear are shown in the right panel. d | A fatigue microcrack is deflected into a cement
line109. Cement lines are preferred sites for microcracks. e | An out‑of‑position individual osteon after a push-out test in
which the cement line is sheared107. AGE, advanced glycation end product; HAP, hydroxyapatite; OCN, osteocalcin; OPN,
osteopontin. Panels a and b are from REF. 81, Nature Publishing Group. Panel d is reproduced with permission from
REF. 109, Elsevier. Panel e is reproduced with permission from REF. 107, Elsevier.

key to the mechanics of these interfaces. Osteocalcin and
osteopontin can form a complex that promotes the adhesion of the mineral to collagen88. Osteopontin strongly
adheres to hydroxyapatite, and it is decorated with negative charges that can form sacrificial bonds with positively
charged calcium ions89. If the interface is opened or shear
is applied, these electrostatic sacrificial bonds can break
and release hidden lengths along the molecule, generating the saw-tooth pattern observed experimentally 81

(FIG. 4b).

Tensile experiments on bovine cortical bone
using stepwise changes in strain rates confirmed that the
activation enthalpy associated with nonlinear deformation in bone corresponds to the disruption of electrostatic
bonds90. Interestingly, these bonds can re-form rapidly 81,
effectively healing bone at the nanoscale without the
need for remodelling 91,92. Experiments have shown that
suppressing the actions of these proteins has a considerable impact on the overall performance of bone, with
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a significant decrease in deformability and energy dissipation capabilities at the molecular scale81,93, a decrease
in diffuse damage at the sub-micrometre scale83 and a
decrease in toughness at the macroscale94.
Other mechanisms may also contribute to the
mechanics at the interfibrillar interfaces. More specifically,
the collagen fibrils are largely covered by hydroxyapatite nanocrystals71, and, as a result, it is conceivable that
the sliding of the fibrils on one another involves direct
contact between nanocrystals of adjacent fibrils, which
would generate frictional resistance to sliding 95 in a
similar way to nacre19. Finally, additional contributions
to bonding slowly develop over time. Ageing collagen is
subject to slow non-enzymatic glycation, which generates
advanced glycation end products (AGEs), such as pentosidine. AGEs increase the degree of crosslinking between
collagen molecules and between collagen fibrils96. This
makes the interfibrillar interface stiffer and stronger but
also hinders nanoscale deformations78 and reduces diffuse microdamage97. As a result, ageing bone tends to be
stiffer and stronger but more brittle78,97. The interfibrillar
interfaces in bone are therefore complex systems in which
several mechanisms concurrently contribute to tensile and
shear responses (FIG. 4c).
Interfibrillar interfaces also govern the deformation
and fracture of collagenous materials other than bone.
For example, tendons are made of unidirectional collagen fibrils, and the interfaces between these fibrils
are crucial for the deflection and blunting of incoming
cracks, and to channel deformations98,99. In fish scales,
the collagen fibrils form cross plies, and the interfaces
between the fibrils govern defibrillation, pullout, delamination and rotation of adjacent laminates100,101. Tendons
and fish scales are among the toughest biological materials known98,100, and this toughness results from powerful
toughening mechanisms that are principally governed by
the interfaces between collagen fibrils.
Cement lines. Bone accumulates fatigue microcracks
from the repeated mechanical loads associated with
normal activities79. The negative effects of this damage
on the performance of bone are compensated by remodelling, a process by which old bone material is replaced
by new bone. Remodelling is performed by the bone
remodelling units that consist of osteoclast cells and
osteoblast cells. Osteoclast cells dissolve and digest ‘old’
bone, and osteoblast cells generate ‘new’ bone by depositing collagen fibrils, which mineralize after deposition.
These bone remodelling units migrate along the direction of long bones, leaving cylindrical wakes of newly
remodelled bone, the osteons. Osteons are lined with a
1–5 μm thick boundary called the cement line, which
functions as an interface between the osteons and the
surrounding interstitial bone102,103. Mature cortical bone
can therefore be interpreted as a unidirectional fibre-reinforced composite (BOX 1), in which the osteons are the
fibres and the interstitial bone is the matrix 104. Similarly
to the way that an interface composed of carbon or glass
fibres in synthetic composites can deflect cracks and
generate toughness by pullout, cracks can be deflected
or twisted along the weaker cement lines74,105 (FIG. 4d).

These powerful mechanisms make cortical bone five
times tougher in the transverse direction than in the
longitudinal ‘splitting’ direction76.
To deflect incoming cracks properly, the cement
line must be considerably weaker than both the osteons
and the interstitial bone. The shearing behaviour of the
cement line can be evaluated by pushing the osteon along
its axis and out of its interstitial bone surrounding using
thin cross sections of cortical bone106,107 (FIG. 4e). This
test revealed that the shear strength of the cement lines
(8 MPa) is an order of magnitude lower than that of the
surrounding interlamellar interfaces within the osteon
(73 MPa)108. Once the cement line has broken, frictional
pullout ensues107, a mechanism that is also observed and
exploited in synthetic fibres used in engineering composites. The fracture toughness of cement lines can be
estimated from the toughness of cortical bone in the
splitting direction because, in that orientation, the crack
mostly propagates along the cement lines. By this measure, the toughness of the cement line is 1–2 MPa m1/2,
which is an order of magnitude lower than the toughness
of bone in the transverse direction105. These experiments
confirm the strong contrast between the strength of
cement lines and that of the surrounding bone material,
which can be explained by differences in composition
and structure. Cement lines are more mineralized than
the surrounding bone103, which makes them more brittle.
Short microcracks are typically deflected by the cement
line109, where they accumulate preferentially 110,111. They
also have lower collagen content than their surroundings
and a high level of non-collagenous proteins, including
osteocalcin, osteopontin and bone sialoprotein103. The
combination of lower collagen content, higher mineralization and the accumulation of damage explains why
cement lines are so much weaker than the surrounding
bone. The main toughening mechanisms associated with
the cement line are crack deflection and twisting 15,105,112,
although debonding followed by frictional pullout
has also been suggested as an important toughening
mechanism associated with osteons113,114.
Bone has been historically interpreted as a ceramic,
then as a composite of mineral and collagen, and then as
a hierarchical structure with building blocks at distinct
length scales. This hierarchy of structures and mechanisms gives rise to unusual combinations of high stiffness, high strength and high toughness3,115,116. Recent
studies on the mechanics of bone15,105 suggest a picture
in which the interfaces between the building blocks
operate synergistically to produce a high-performance
material. The ductile deformation of bone is governed by
nonlinear mechanisms at the nanoscale, with the interfibrillar interfaces as the main contributor 84. By contrast,
fracture appears to be governed by the brittle and fragile
cement lines around the osteons, which deflect and twist
incoming cracks15,105,112. Other mechanisms, such as crack
deflection on the collagen lamellae within osteons117,
confined microcracking 118, pullout of collagen fibrils85
and pullout of osteons113,114, have also been suggested.
However, experiments and fracture-mechanics models
suggest that crack deflection and twisting are the primary
toughening mechanisms for cortical bone15,105,112.
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Figure 5 | The structure and mechanics of wood. a | A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of Nature
poplar wood
depicting
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tracheids124. b | The hierarchical structure of an individual wood tracheid. c | An experimental stress–strain curve for spruce
wood, showing large nonlinear strains and a progressive change in microfibril angle with deformation133,142. d | The
deformation mechanism of a wood tracheid under axial tension, resembling that of a spring. The change in conformation
of the spring-like tracheid involves shear deformations at the interface. The zoomed out schematic shows the key
components of the interfibrillar interface and its Velcro-like behaviour. Panel a is reproduced with permission from
REF. 124, Elsevier. Panel c is adapted with permission from REF. 142, © Carl Hanser Verlag, Muenchen.

Disrupting the finely tuned structures and mechanisms of these interfaces in bone can have a profound
impact on overall performance. For example, suppressing key interface proteins, such as osteopontin,
has immediate and dramatic consequences on overall
toughness83,94, and recent studies have shown that the
decline in the mechanical properties of bone with age
can be explained by the increase in covalent crosslinks
at the nanointerfaces, which results in stiffness and brittleness78. These results clarify that bone must be understood as an integration of structural building blocks
connected by interfaces.

The interfaces in wood
Wood is widely used in the construction industry
because it is a relatively stiff and strong material; spruce
wood has a modulus of 30 GPa and a strength of 300 MPa
along the grain119. The work of fracture of wood is in the
range of 15–30 kJ m−2, which is comparable to that of
metals such as aluminium and mild steel120–122. Wood has
a cellular structure composed of parallel hollow tubes
(known as cells or tracheids) that are about 20 inches
in diameter 3,123 (FIG. 5a). Each tracheid is composed of
several concentric secondary layers, the thickest being
the S2 layer (FIG. 5b), which accounts for approximately
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80–90% of the wood tracheid by weight and is its principal load-bearing element 5,124. The S2 layer is composed
of laminates of cellulose microfibrils (about 45% by volume) that helically wind around the long axis of the tracheid and are embedded in a matrix of hemicelluloses
(35% by volume; usually xylan and glucomannan) and
lignin (20% by volume)5,119 (FIG. 5b). The orientation of
the microfibrils is characterized by the microfibril angle
(MFA), which is defined as the angle between the fibrils
and the axis of the tracheid. In the S2 layer, the MFA
can vary between 0° and 45° to the longitudinal axis3,125.
Cellulose microfibrils are semicrystalline assemblies of
cellulose molecules, with a diameter of approximately
10–25 nm. Cellulose is a high-molecular-weight polysaccharide with a covalent backbone, and, when part of
the microfibril, cellulose molecules interact through the
formation of covalent bonds and hydrogen bonds126,127.
In the crystalline regions, the backbone of the molecules is aligned with the axis of the microfibrils, which
makes microfibrils both very stiff (with an elastic modulus of 120–140 GPa) and very strong (with a tensile
strength of 750–1,080 MPa)119.
Hemicelluloses are very similar to cellulose, but they
are more compliant because they lack the two hydrogen
bonds flanking the glycosidic linkages in cellulose128. As
a result, the elastic modulus of hydrated hemicellulose
(about 20 MPa (REF. 129)) is three orders of magnitude
lower than that of cellulose. Hemicelluloses can form
hydrogen bonds with cellulose microfibrils, possibly
by matching the patterns of hydrogen-bond-forming
sites with those of cellulose and forming strong periodic patterns of hydrogen bonds130. Lignin is stiffer than
hemicellulose under hydrated conditions but softer than
cellulose. It has an elastic modulus of approximately
2 GPa under both dry and wet conditions119,129,131. In the
S2 layer, the hydrated mixture of hemicellulose and lignin
has an elastic modulus of only about 0.75 GPa (evaluated
using the rule of mixtures), which is about 170 times
softer than the cellulose microfibrils. The S2 layer is therefore composed of stiff and strong fibres that are bonded
by much softer, nanometre-thick interfaces. Although it
does not allow for dislocations, wood has a stress–strain
behaviour similar to that of ductile metals (FIG. 5c). When
loaded under tension along the direction of the tracheids,
wood initially displays a linear elastic response, with a
modulus strongly dependent on the MFA121,132. Wood
then displays a yield point (at 10–20 MPa for compressive woods133) followed by large and irreversible deformation in excess of 20% strain and with pronounced strain
hardening (FIG. 5c). The accumulation of damage in the
hemicellulose, which was compensated by a reduction in
the MFA and in stiffness, was proposed as a mechanism
for large deformation134. However, these inelastic deformations are not accompanied by a decrease in stiffness,
which implies that there is little or no accumulation of
damage beyond the elastic limit135.
In situ small-scale experiments and theoretical
models have captured the deformation mechanisms of
wood128,133,136. Recent studies include sophisticated computational models that incorporate interfaces and structures from the molecular scale to the mesoscale137–140.

In situ X‑ray tensile tests on wood and on isolated wood
cells have revealed that the inelastic deformations can
be attributed to micromechanisms within the wood cell
walls133,136. More specifically, the helically wound cellulose microfibrils extend like springs and produce large
strains, whereas the stiff microfibrils undergo little or no
extension (FIG. 5d). In this process, the microfibrils align
towards the direction of pulling, the MFA decreases
(FIG. 5c) and the microfibrils slide on one another, which
is resisted by the shearing of the interfaces. A Velcro-like
recovery mechanism at the interface between cellulose
fibrils has been proposed to explain the stiffness and
strength recovery of wood after the release of stress133.
When a critical shear stress at the interface is exceeded,
the bonding — more specifically, the hydrogen bonds
between hemicellulose chains and cellulose fibrils —
breaks and re-forms to provide cohesive behaviour over
a large sliding distance. When the stress is released, the
bonds re-form so that the fibrils are locked into their
deformed position, without the accumulation of damage or loss of stiffness133. It is possible that this Velcrolike behaviour is mediated by the hemicellulose and
the lignin, which may entangle and disentangle in the
shearing process133,141 (FIG. 5d). However, this entanglement-based interaction may not be the only potential configuration at the interfaces between cellulose
fibrils142. Other studies indicate that the entanglement
cohesion of hemicellulose (specifically, xylans) is relatively weak and that a minimum length of approximately
ten monomer residues of the hemicellulose segment
is required for entanglement to produce substantial
adhesion141,143.
In a modified model for the Velcro-like mechanism,
it has been proposed that the interfibrillar cohesion
is mediated by hemicellulose chains that bridge adjacent cellulose macrofibrils128 (FIG. 6a). The lateral binding between hemicellulose chains and cellulose fibrils
requires that some of the hemicellulose chains form
hydrogen bonds and align with the cellulose fibrils over
some distance, forming discontinuous hemicellulose
bridges across the interface128,144. When the interface
is under stress, the hemicellulose loop may detach
from one of the fibrils, which provides free length to
the hemicellulose chain, releases some of the bridging
strength and allows shear deformations between fibrils
(FIG. 6b). When the stress is released, the hemicellulose
loop can re‑approach and re‑attach to the cellulose
fibrils through hydrogen bonding to maintain the overall stiffness. In this model for the hemicellulose chain
segments between cellulose microfibrils, both entanglement and bridging cohesion could coexist 128 (FIG. 6a).
These combined mechanisms were captured by mesoscale coarse-grain computational modelling 138. The
model demonstrated how entanglement and bridging
govern the shearing of the interfaces, which occurs by
the reconfiguration of the hemicellulose interface and
by the ‘stick–slip’ of the hemicellulose, a phenomenon
governed by the dynamic breaking and re-forming of
hydrogen bonds at the interfaces between hemicellulose
and cellulose, onto the cellulose microfibrils (FIG. 6c).
This model also captured how large shear strains at
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Figure 6 | The structure and mechanics of the interfaces between cellulose fibrils. a | Possible
configurations
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hemicellulose chain segments within the interfibrillar space. b | A sequence showing the debonding of a hemicellulose
loop from cellulose macrofibrils, and the re‑approach and re‑attachment after the releasing of shear stress as described in
Altaner and Jarvis’ model128. c | Slip events of hemicellulose captured in a coarse-grain model138. d | A more detailed
atomistic model including cellulose crystals, hemicellulose and lignin. When this model is deformed under shear, an initial
linear elastic region is followed by matrix yielding and then sliding of the matrix on the cellulose. Through these inelastic
processes, the stiffness of the interface is preserved137. A, attachment point between hemicellulose and cellulose before
slip; Aʹ, attachment point between hemicellulose and cellulose after slip; ε12, shear strain; ε2, extensional across the
interface. Panels a and b are adapted with permission from REF. 128, Elsevier. Panel c is adapted with permission from
REF. 138, Royal Society of Chemistry. Panel d is adapted with permission from REF. 137, Elsevier.
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the interfaces translate into large tensile strains at the
macroscale through the cellulose MFAs. More recently,
molecular models with atomistic resolution, and including the cellulose fibril, the hemicellulose and the lignin,
revealed more details of these interfacial mechanisms137
(FIG. 6d) . These models uncovered an initial elastic
response, followed by the yielding of the matrix. Finally,
the matrix sled along the cellulose fibrils in a stick–slip
manner. These molecular mechanisms provide cohesive stress during shear deformation over long sliding
distances and without the loss of stiffness or strength,
much like a dislocation motion in metals. Although the
molecular mechanisms occurring at the interfibrillar
interfaces have yet to be observed experimentally, the
models reviewed here are based on the fundamental
knowledge of the molecular interactions among hemicellulose, lignin and cellulose and therefore provide
strong support for the Velcro-like mechanism.
Another important set of interfaces in wood consists of the middle lamellae, which bond the tracheids
together 145 (FIG. 5a). This thin interface is composed of
lignin (~50% by weight) and other compounds, such
as pectic acids, arabinose and galactose145–147, and it is
weaker than the tracheid walls. The fracture of wood
is a competition between the fracture of the tracheids
and the fracture of the middle lamellae. In the splitting
fracture direction, along the direction of the tracheids,
wood is stressed in a tangential direction and the crack
propagates in the longitudinal direction. In this configuration, cracks propagate along the middle lamellae, leaving the tracheids largely intact 148. The splitting mode, in
which wood is the weakest, provides estimates for the

toughness63,149 of the middle lamellae (0.1–0.3 kJ m−2)
and the tensile strength63,150 in the order of 1–10 MPa,
which is one to two orders of magnitude weaker than
the toughness and strength of wood when it is fractured
across the grains63. Experimental data and observations
show that cracks propagating in wood strongly interact
with the weak lamella interfaces148,149. From this point
of view, wood can be described as a fibre-reinforced
composite149, in which the fibres are the individual tracheids, and the weaker middle lamellae govern toughening mechanisms, such as crack deflection and fibre
pullout 149, in a similar way to osteons in cortical bone.

Summary and outlook
The examples discussed in this Review highlight the
critical role of interfaces in the deformation and fracture of biological materials. A material properties chart
(FIG. 7) of the strength and toughness of bone, nacre and
wood, and their interfaces, illustrates that the strength
and toughness of the interfaces are two to three orders
of magnitude lower than the strength and toughness of
the materials themselves. As a general rule, the interfaces must be sufficiently strong to maintain cohesion
between the building blocks and to ensure the structural
integrity of the material. However, the interface must
be considerably weaker than the rest of the material
to channel deformations and cracks, and for the intricate architectures to generate attractive mechanisms
and properties. Models developed for synthetic layered
ceramics can be useful as guidelines: for example, if an
interface was designed to deflect cracks then its toughness should be less than one-quarter of the toughness of
the surrounding material151. The case of ductile interfaces is more complex, but models now exist to guide
the design of the interfacial strength44,152.
Natural materials, such as mollusc shells, bone or
wood, contain interfaces whose strength has been
finely tuned through evolution to fulfil these conflicting
requirements. The exact strength required is not a universal value, but it depends on the strength of the building blocks, the architecture of the building blocks, the
loading mode of the material and, ultimately, its function
within the larger organism. Another universal characteristic of interfaces in natural materials is their ability
to maintain cohesion during openings or over sliding
distances, which can be several times their thickness.
These large deformations at the interface are critical for
energy absorption and for producing large deformations at the macroscale, as well as powerful toughening
mechanisms37,153. The interfaces of nacre, bone and wood
illustrate three strategies to achieve this behaviour: first,
organic materials show large deformations generated
by molecular sacrificial bonds (as seen in nacre and
in nanoscale bone); second, frictional forces provide
resistance to interfacial sliding over unlimited sliding
distances, as seen in nacre19, at interfibrillar interfaces95
and at the cement line107 in bone; third, hydrogen bonds,
which are inherently weak, can still provide appreciable
cohesion in large coordinated numbers154. Hydrogen
bonds can break and re-form dynamically, providing
cohesion over long sliding distances (as seen in wood).
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Figure 8 | Synthetic materials based on the architectures and interfaces of biological materials.
a | Nacre-like
composite of glass and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) showing large deformation and progressive failure30.
b | A bioinspired laser-engraved suture in glass infiltrated with polyurethane164. c | A nacre-like material fabricated with a
multimaterial 3D printer. A stiff polymer is used for the bricks, and a compliant elastomer is used for the mortar178. d | 3D
printing can also be used to fabricate bioinspired interfaces with complex morphologies and structural hierarchy, as
shown in this alligator-skin-like hard, but flexible, plate. Panel b is from REF. 164, Nature Publishing Group. Panel c is from
REF. 178, © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
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The composition and mechanics of the interfaces are
finely tuned to interact with the architecture to produce
desirable properties.
Nacre, bone and wood have different types of architectures, building blocks and interfaces, but the mechanical performance of the three materials relies on similar
toughening mechanisms. The interfaces generate inelastic deformations at the nanoscale (as seen for bone and
wood) or at the microscale (as seen for nacre). Large inelastic deformations redistribute stresses around defects
and cracks155, and reduce the sharpness of crack tips98.
Inelastic deformations also dissipate mechanical energy
that would otherwise be used to propagate cracks. This
mechanism is prominent in nacre, and it serves as its
main toughening mechanism, with a dissipative process zone in the order of millimetres in size forming
around defects and cracks37. Other toughening mechanisms that are common to nacre, bone and wood are
crack deflection and twisting, as well as crack bridging
and fibre or tablet pullout. Interestingly, for bone and
wood, ductility is generated at the nanoscale, although
the most effective crack deflection and bridging
mechanisms occur at the microscale.
The development of bioinspired composite materials that duplicate the mechanical performance of
natural materials has been an active research area for
the past two decades2,6,9,20,29,156,157. In particular, highperformance synthetic composites that mimic the architectures of natural materials have emerged. It is now
clear that the performance of these composites relies
on interfaces that mirror the attributes of natural interfaces. For example, polymers, such as acrylic foams26,
polymethylmethacrylate158,159, polyvinyl alcohol159,160 or
chitosan161, were used as interfaces between stiff ceramic
layers or platelets to duplicate some of the attributes of
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